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A story of broken first love... Danny, a golden boy full of confidence and humor has been drawn to

Zelda, a shy and ethereally beautiful girl since he was a childÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ They come together, fall in

loveÃ¢â‚¬Â¦An incredible act of violence shatters their worldÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ Shame fills her, and

sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s left to pick up the pieces alone.Each book in the Zelda's World series can be read as

a standalone. The stories do not end on cliffhangers. Themes of sexual assault and recovery. Some

strong language.
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I simply adore a well-written coming of age novel, probably because this is such a pivotal time in

most people's lives and I enjoy going through that age again through the pages of fiction. I know

that it was a pivotal time in my life and the events and emotions during that period seem to be

magnified a hundredfold. These were the sort of things that were re-invented for me as I read

Paloma Meir's "A Girl's Story".The story of two teenagers who fall in love after an arranged meeting.

Danny has been in love with the quiet and reclusive Zelda since they were very young. He shelters



her from bullies and becomes obsessed with her, finally arranging to meet her at a party. They fall in

love but Zelda is later the victim of an attack and breaks things off. She turns to alcohol to dull the

pain and the memories and this becomes an issue. The verdict for these two is interesting and very

satisfying. There is definitely a conclusion here.I loved the characters and the depth that was

created for them. Bringing some real issues into the story, such as violence and alcohol abuse, just

made this an even better read for me because these aren't just the things of fiction. They are

happening everyday and readers, such as myself, can relate to them. As someone who also started

drinking and abusing alcohol as a teen, this definitely hit home and I simply loved the ending of this

one. So well written, well paced and enjoyable from start to finish.

Amazing story. I totally love Zelda and can relate to her all the way through the book. It is so well

written, it made me feel like I was really there. I loved how I could see Zelda's and Danny's

perspective throughout the book. The characters are complex yet easy to understand, I really enjoy

reading a good "Love Story" and this one has become one of my favorites!!!

Sets up the other two books well even if you don't read them in order.

This book had the makings to be a lot better than 3 stars. The writing style was just kind of bland

and didn't really pull me in I guess. The main character seemed to be void of emotion half the time

and I never felt connected with her at all. After what happened to her, she started to develop better

into someone believable and that part of the story was well written. It was a good book but could

use some work I think.

I would not recommend this book until the author hires an editor. The ending was abrupt and

unsatisfying, but the story held my interest. I don't understand why the author chose to end it like

that. Was there a deadline? Did she run out of paper? Ridiculous. I am 99% sure this was written by

a teenager.

it was alright

I have s*** I haven't read it yet.

Not yet read
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